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VALUE OF MUSHROOMS CONTINUES TO RISE  

Labor Issue Continues to Affect Mushroom Production 

Avondale, PA, August 22, 2018 – The value of mushrooms produced in the United States hit an all-time 

high last year of $1.23 billion, further solidifying them as a staple in consumer kitchens and restaurant 

menus, according to the 2018 U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) National Agriculture Statistics 

Service. Production however dipped one percent from last year to 917 million pounds, due in large part 

to the ongoing challenge of an adequate agriculture workforce, trucking and healthcare costs.  

The value of the Agaricus crop was estimated at $1.13 billion, representing 891 million pounds grown, a 

decrease of two percent from last year. Pennsylvania accounted for 64 percent of the total volume of 

sales and second-ranked California contributed 11 percent.  

The value of Brown mushrooms, including Portabella and Crimini varieties, accounted for 187 million 

pounds, up five percent from last season. Brown mushrooms accounted for 21 percent of the total 

Agaricus volume sold and 25 percent of the total Agaricus value. Ninety-one percent of Agaricus 

mushrooms were sold into the fresh market.  

Production of specialty mushrooms such as Shiitake, Oyster and others decreased slightly to 27 million 

pounds with a sales value of $106 million, which is a two percent increase from last year.  

Sales of certified organic mushrooms remains strong as consumer interest in certified organic produce 

continues to grow. While certified organic mushrooms represent only 10 percent of total mushroom 

sales, a record 128 million pounds of certified organic mushrooms were produced last year, a 16 percent 

increase from the previous year. There are 80 certified organic mushroom growers, up 4 growers from 

the previous season and accounting for 26 percent of all mushroom producers.  

 “Mushroom growing is highly labor-intensive. Harvesting takes place 365 days a year and every 

mushroom in the fresh market is harvested by hand,” said Lori Harrison, communications manager, 

American Mushroom Institute. “The shortage of agricultural labor across all mushroom operations from 

the farm to the packinghouse is a critical barrier to increased production for U.S. mushroom growers.” 
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A key driver (and indicator) of mushroom demand is the growing positive sentiment around their 

nutrition, sustainability and flavor benefits. TIME Magazine recently touted “mushrooms get their 

moment,” calling the humble fungus “nutritionally impressive.” Consumer interest in the functional 

properties of mushrooms is at an all-time high, as scores of new mushroom-based products, from teas 

to jerkies, have been introduced this year. 

The appeal of “The Blend” and blended burgers also shows no signs of slowing down. The Mushroom 

Council partnered again with the James Beard Foundation for the annual Blended Burger Project 

campaign, featuring blended burgers on the menus of hundreds of restaurants. Strategic partnerships 

with Sonic Drive-In and Blue Apron reached an even broader consumer population about the concept of 

blended burgers. Sonic Drive-In’s spring blended burger promotion was touted as a highly successful LTO 

that helped the chain reach more women customers. Blue Apron’s summer blended burger was met 

with raves from consumers who loved the technique and flavor. A recent story on Mic.com even 

predicted: “The ‘blended burger’ could replace the classic American hamburger.” 

“Foodservice uses of mushrooms are having a tremendous impact on the retail appeal of mushrooms, 

influencing home cooks to expand their use of mushrooms,” said Bart Minor, Mushroom Council 

president and CEO. “We are continuing to broaden our strategic partnerships and our outreach to the 

retail consumer, giving them more reasons to love and buy more mushrooms, more often.” 

The USDA’s NASS provides an annual report of domestic mushroom production, which was released on 

August 21, 2018. The report covers all domestic production of mushrooms from July 1, 2017 to June 30, 

2018. To view the complete report, visit: https://release.nass.usda.gov/reports/mush0818.pdf 
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About AMI 
The American Mushroom Institute (AMI), headquartered in Avondale, Pennsylvania, is a national 
voluntary trade association representing the growers, processors and marketers of cultivated 
mushrooms in the United States and industry suppliers worldwide. For more information, visit 
www.americanmushroom.org.  
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